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Abstract—The difficulty to deal with new users, items and the
poor explainability of predictions are well-known weaknesses of
collaborative filtering. Classically, the cold-start issue is tackled
either by asking for user interaction or exploiting side informa-
tion while additional explanations are often extracted afterwards
in a standalone process. Here, we propose a text-based collabora-
tive filtering recommender system which provides a framework to
solve both issues. Our method extends a scalable text embedding
technique to build a unified vector space where users and items
are mapped. We show how to use this space in a collaborative
filtering scheme and demonstrate the interest of our text-based
method for cold start soothing and recommendation explanation.
The suitability of our approach is backed by competitive results
on rating prediction task.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECOMMENDER systems were developed to cherry-pick
interesting content in an always growing environment to

help users overcome the information overload. These systems
can provide individually tailored advice such as which product
to buy on Amazon, where to eat out with TripAdvisor, or what
to watch on Netflix. One way of gaining insight into one’s
tastes is to use opinions left online; most of the time as a star
rating. Collaborative Filtering (CF) engines extract information
from past user behaviors to match consumers with appropriate
items.

CF suffers from two well-known weaknesses: cold-start and
opaqueness. By relying on past behaviors to predict prefer-
ences, recommenders tend to need a long warming period
before being operational. This is a problem when no previous
records exists, for a new user or for a new item. Moreover,
Sometimes called black-boxes, recommender systems solely
offer suggestions without any further explanations, rendering
them less appealing [1]. Most systems tackling those issues
tend to provide separate solutions [1], [2], [3], [4] resulting in
scattered systems.

Classically, recommendation engines use ratings as their
main source of information to build user and item profiles;
yet, text reviews are often associated with those marks. Recent
work on recommendation suggests that taking these associated
texts into account leads to significant improvements in rating
prediction [5], [6] by helping matrix factorization to cope
with rating sparsity and extract relevant aspects from items.
However, these models use text as a side feature and the textual
component is usually extremely basic, not allowing to leverage
the richness of review texts for rating prediction.

We investigate here the potential of word embedding tech-
niques [7], [8]. in the context of recommendation. These

recent models have foreseen an important success in different
applications for natural language processing. They have not
been used so far in the context of recommendation.

We then propose a novel approach to recommenda-
tion derived from state-of-the-art word embedding technique
word2vec [7]. We aim at making full use of the richness
contained in review text to build a latent space of words, users
and items that can be used in a collaborative filtering scheme.
Since our goal here is to demonstrate the value of review
text for rating prediction, we focus on textual information,
not considering ratings, to infer the similarities between users
or between items. Ratings could easily be incorporated in an
extension of this model, but this is not discussed here.. Text-
centered latent space provides a natural framework to solve
both cold-start and recommendation explanation problems in
one embedded solution. In fact, providing the existence of
side textual information, new user and item profiles can be
instantly derived. This information is often readily available
for new users (blogs, tweets, status updates) and new items
(description, tags, critiques). Also, textual information such as
related words or reviews can be extracted with this word-space
in order to provide explicit pointers to support each suggestion
made by the system.

Our text-based model shows competitive results on the
classical rating prediction task and a good performance when
used in a cold-start setting. Furthermore, we show how to
extract words and how to build a reviews summary for a
target item and illustrate why this enrichment is valuable for
recommendation interpretation.

This paper is organized as follows: section II describes our
text-based collaborative filtering model. Experimental results
are presented in section III while concluding remarks are in
section IV.

II. A TEXT-BASED COLLABORATIVE FILTERING MODEL

Here, in opposition to other classical collaborative filtering
models, we do not model users and items with respect to their
ratings but according to their words. Specifically, we encode
each user and item into a word vector space such that similar
items and users are mapped close together. Embeddings with
these properties can then seamlessly be used in a classical
neighborhood-based collaborative filtering scheme [9].

Our model - Conceptual Skip-Gram (CSG) - extends
word2vec word embeddings skip-gram method [7] and is
inspired by one of its extension to build paragraph vectors,
the distributed bag of words model [10].
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Conceptual skip-gram - Negative sampling

Fig. 1. (left) Classical Skip-Gram model over text. (right) Conceptual Skip-
Gram binding users and items to the word vector space.

As mentioned above, this model derives from the ”dis-
tributed bag of words” introduced by [10] which considers
a paragraph as a set of words and tries to predict them, thus
creating an embedding for it. Each user and each item, which
we call concepts, can be defined by a set of words from their
associated review texts. We use them similarly as paragraphs
in the above-mentioned algorithm: the goal is to find the best
embedding for each concept in order to predict its associated
words (Fig 1).

The distributional hypothesis states that words that are
used and occur in the same contexts tend to have similar
meanings. With this underlying assumption [7] optimizes
the P (context|word) (eq. 1) over a corpus to create word
embeddings. The context being defined as a fixed window
around the current word.

argmax
θ

∏
w∈corpus

 ∏
wc∈context(w)

P (wc|w; θ)

 (1)

Here, in addition, we also optimize P (word|concept) (eq.
2) to form users and items embeddings. We speculate that
related concepts are defined by analogous words.

argmax
θ

∏
c∈corpus

 ∏
w∈concept(c)

P (w|c; θ)

 (2)

For training, we use the negative-sampling approach [7]
which is thoughtfully described in [11]; The goal is to train
the model to differentiate noise from actual data, leading to
good embeddings.

Words and concepts embeddings representing every concept
of a review are learnt in parallel with two separate but similar
objectives:
• Words co-occurring in the reviews should be close to each

other while those not co-occurring should be far (equation
3)

• Concepts (users and items) should be close to their words
and far from the others (equation 4).

Formally, with σ(x) = 1
1+e−x , the objective functions are

the following:

log σ(v′ᵀa vw) +

k∑
i=1

Evb∼Pn(w) log σ(−v′ᵀb vw) (3)

log σ(v′ᵀa vc) +

k∑
i=1

Evb∼Pn(w) log σ(−v′ᵀb vc) (4)

Where vw and vc are the words (resp. concept) and their
associated words va (co-occurring or concept-related). The vb
are the noise, drawn using a unigram law raised to the 3

4
power1 as in [7].

Collaborative filtering with embeddings

After training, we have a common embedding space for
words and concepts. Vocabulary size is |words|+ |concepts|.
As in word2vec, we can use cosine similarity to find related
elements within our latent space. For sake of simplicity we
shift our similarity measure to [0, 1] so that we can use it
directly in different weighting schemes:

sim(u, v) = αuv =

<u,v>
‖u‖×‖v‖ + 1

2
∈ [0, 1] (5)

By considering each user and item as concepts defined
by their words, similar users and similar items should be
mapped closely if they use similar words. We can now use
this space as a similarity space between items and users
in a classical neighborhood-based collaborative filtering [9]
scheme: A predicted rating r̂ui of a user u on a target item i
is the similarity-weighted sum of either the user’s ratings on
a set Ni of similar items (to the target) or the item’s ratings
of a set Nu of similar users. Here, we also mean-center the
ratings (eq 6) to take the rating bias into account.

r̂ui = µi+

∑
j∈Ni

αij(ruj − µj)∑
j∈Ni

αij
, r̂ui = µu+

∑
v∈Nu

αuv(rvi − µv)∑
v∈Nu

αuv

(6)
Besides predicting ratings using learnt concepts represen-

tations, our system presents several benefits. In a cold-start
setting, any textual content can be used to create a profile by
simply optimizing equation 4 for each word from this side
data. This cold representation can then be used in a simple,
not mean-centered, neighborhood CF. This is a major benefit
given that third party text-content such as blogs, tweets or
descriptions are readily available via numerous web APIs.

Moreover, each user or item being bound to its closest words
it is easy to extract them to describe a product or a user (eq.
5), as a wordcloud for example.

Finally, we can also extract full reviews or sentences by
considering them as the sum of their words [13] from similar
users. Then, they can be used to build a personalized sum-
mary of a suggested product reviews in order to explain the
recommendation.
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Fig. 2. Item (left) and User (right) cold-start scenario on the ratebeer dataset. Color intensity represents the number of used reviews to build a profile (from
1 to 20 reviews, from top to bottom). The green line is the performance of respectively the user and the item bias models.
x axis: size of the neighborhood N , y axis: rating prediction error in MSE.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present several experiments to demon-
strate the interest and the advantages of our text-based col-
laborative filtering system for recommendation by evaluating
different tasks:

• Rating prediction: This is the classical task of rating
prediction evaluated in MSE. The goal is to find out
whether or not our text-based CF system is competitive
with state-of-the-art methods.

• Cold-start user/item rating: If we assume to have
textual info about the new user or the new item, how
does MSE evolve in a cold-start scenario ?

• Recommendation enrichment: How can our text system
explain recommendations?

Datasets and baselines

In order to evaluate our model we rely on three types
of datasets from [5]: Beer reviews from Beeradvocate and
Ratebeer, movies and music reviews from Amazon and Yelp-
places reviews. Review duplicates and less frequent words
have been removed in each of these datasets (table ??.). We
compare our model to [14] matrix-factorization bias model
and to [5] Hidden Factor & Topic model (HFT) which aligns
latent factors to text-extracted themes.

Rating prediction

We evaluate our model using MSE; results are presented in
table I. To compare with the state-of-the-art results from [5] in
all fairness, we follow their settings: Datasets were randomly
split 80% for training and 20% for validation and testing.

We can see that our system, when using item-item similar-
ity, is competitive with respect to state-of-the-art models on
beer and Yelp reviews despite not directly optimizing rating
prediction. Yet, the text seems to penalize HFT & CSG on
both the movie and the music dataset where both models are
less accurate than classical matrix factorization.

1raising the unigram distribution at the 3/4 power smooths it to make rare
words appear more [12]

Dataset µ MF HFT [5] CSG-kNN k
user item

Ratebeer 0.701 0.306 0.301 0.336 0.286 23
Beeradv. 0.521 0.371 0.366 0.382 0.357 29
Movies 1.678 1.118 1.119 1.39 1.304 33
Music 1.261 0.957 0.969 - 1.201 26
Yelp 1.890 1.49 - 1.591 1.407 27

TABLE I
RATING PREDICTION IN MSE. HFT IS THE BEST ”HIDDEN FACTOR &

TOPIC MODEL” REPORTED FROM [5]. CSG-kNN: BEST k-NEIGH RESULTS
IN THE TEXT-SPACE USING k NEAREST NEIGHBORS.

Cold-start

We argue that our text-based CF method can soothe cold
start by using third party text. To simulate third party texts we
used reviews stripped out everything but text. This is similar
to not mean-centering our data. Despite the obvious data bias,
we claim that these experiments still give a good idea of text
usefulness for cold-start.

Two different experiments were conducted. First, using the
same splitting as for rating prediction, by just removing mean-
normalization from the prediction rule (equation 6). Results are
shown in table II. We compare obtained results to [14] bias
model behavior when facing cold start: predicting the item’s
mean in case of a new user and the user’s mean in case of
a cold item. Mean ratings are known to be a strong baseline
despite its simplicity.

Dataset µ
New User New Item

µi CSG-kNN µu CSG-kNN

Ratebeer 0.701 0.341 0.333 0.599 0.371
Beeradv. 0.518 0.397 0.386 0.490 0.419

TABLE II
RATING PREDICTION IN MSE WITHOUT MEAN-NORMALIZATION IN THE
PREDICTION RULE TO SIMULATE COLD-START. µ, µi , µu : MEAN, MEAN
ITEM,USER: RESPECTIVELY PREDICTS THE GLOBAL/ITEM/USER MEAN.

Our system is always better than the mean ratings. The
most significant improvement is when dealing with item cold-
start. This first experiment shows the interest of text profiles
in a cold-start setting and confirms the superiority of item
similarity over user similarity.
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Predicted rating: 4.70
Extracted personalized summary: The staff is extremely friendly. On top of being extremely large
portions it was incredibly affordable. Most of girls are good, one is very slow, one is amazing. The
fish was very good but the Reuben was to die for. Both dishes were massive and could very easily
be shared between two people.

Fig. 3. Example of recommendation enrichment on the Yelp corpus.

A second experiment was conducted to see how many
reviews were necessary to obtain better results than these mean
baselines. Active users and items were randomly extracted
from the dataset. To simulate cold-start, we selected 40 reviews
from each. Half of them for testing and the other half is for
training. This way, we can gradually enlarge the data to learn
our cold-start profiles while not reducing the test set.

Results are shown in figure 2. We can see that for item cold-
start (left), even with a small amount of text (from two reviews
and up), our system is more effective than the user mean, even
with a low neighbors count. However, for user cold-start (right)
at least ten reviews are needed to obtain satisfying results. The
outcome of those experiments is quite promising for item cold-
start where the word embedding technique is clearly effective.
Also, given the difference between the item and the user graph,
we can infer that review data is much more informative about
item features than about user tastes. This also explains why
item similarity is much more effective than the user one for
collaborative filtering.

Recommendation enrichment
Another built-in feature of our text-based system is the

ability to justify each recommendation. On one side it is
possible to extract the nearest words of an item and offer
a sort of description of it, as a wordcloud for example,
helping the user to grasp quickly what the product offers.
On another side, it’s also possible to extract some existing
sentences (following [13]) to build a personalized summary of
existing reviews on a target item. Figure 3 shows an example
of enriched recommendation. Which illustrates how beneficial
written information is for the user.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we proposed a text-based collaborative fil-
tering model relying on a state-of-the-art text embedding
technique. Contrary to classical CF techniques mainly using
past ratings to build latent representations, we construct them
using the text. We demonstrate that our technique has the
advantage to provide a natural framework to solve both cold-
start and opaqueness by leveraging the richness of review text.

Moreover, given that no substantial filtering was made on
review text used to build latent profiles, it is possible that a
more sophisticated preprocessing yields even better results.
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